In crossing Massachusetts Bay, a somewhat heavy sea caused a feeling of uneasiness in the minds (?) of one or two of the party, but after Cape Cod was rounded the rolling ceased, and the work was started in good earnest. It was soon found, however, that one of the indicators was sticking badly, and after several ineffectual attempts to set it right, a member of the party was sent in search of a "putting on tool," the assistant having the indicator saying that he thought that might remedy the difficulty. After a protracted hunt, the said member returned, to announce that all the "putting on" tools belonging to the ship had been lost overboard, and as in the meantime the feed-pump had given some trouble, it was decided to attempt no more testing that night.

Early the next morning the party was awakened by a loud noise, at first attributed to the Long Island Sound, but soon found to be the breakfast bell, and after attending to the wants of the inner man, another test of two hour's duration was run, which was in every way successful, and shortly after noon the steamer arrived in New York. As a stay of two days was to be made here, the party started out to "see the town."

The return trip was uneventful. Two tests were run, both being highly successful, and after a fine sail up Boston Bay, the steamer arrived home at 1:30 P.M. on March 30th. Everyone voted that it had been the best trip they had had for a long time, and with hearty good-byes for Captain Hallet and Chief Engineer Snowman, they came ashore.

Do you know that your eyes, with their brightness,
And your cheeks which outrival the rose,
With those lips, like a cluster of rubies,
Beneath that fair aquiline nose.
That your hair, with its dark, flowing ringlets,—
In fact that your whole charming self
Now reminds me so much of the hinges
Which one finds, in the shops, on the shelf?
But my love has grown sad at such rudeness,
And her pardon I haste to implore,
While I try to explain that 'tis simply
She is something one needs to a-dore.

E. S. M., '96.

There is course in photography given at Cornell.

The Harvard Faculty has passed a rule that no punches or distilled liquor be allowed in any college building on Class day or Commencement day.

An umpire will be appointed by the president of the National League for each championship game between Harvard and Yale during the season.

Only one president of Harvard has served a longer time than President Eliot, who has held the office for twenty-five years.

The Yale Law School has secured ex-Gov. William E. Russell of Massachusetts to deliver the annual address at commencement.

The University of Michigan has a fraternity which admits both sexes to its membership.

A department of mining engineering will be added to the Lawrence Scientific School of Harvard, next year.

The faculty of Cornell has decided to abolish the entrance requirement in Letters, beginning with the class entering in 1896.

Prince Besolow, the young African Prince who is in the freshman class at Williams College, has been called back to Africa to take charge of his kingdom.

Courtney, Cornell's trainer, has adopted photography as a means of detecting the errors in form of the crew. Blue prints are made of the crew on the water and hung in the boathouse, which show plainly the individual faults.